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Do you find it difficult to keep up with friends and family because your knee
pain holds you back? Does it feel like you cannot trust your knee to carry you on the
adventures of life or simple daily activities you’d like to do? Are you tired of only being
offered surgery or injections as a solution? You shouldn’t be afraid to bend your knee
and you shouldn’t miss out on life because you get left behind.
Knee pain is a common complaint. Lots of people suffer with knee pain and it
can have many different causes. Sudden acute injuries can tear ligaments, damage
the meniscus and cause immediate swelling and pain. Sometimes surgery is needed to
repair severe injuries. But many times surgeries and injections can be avoided with the
right rehabilitation after an injury.
More often people suffer with knee pain that has been chronic and bothered
them for a long time. Addressing the underlying mechanical factors can alleviate the
pain and restore the confidence and freedom to reclaim doing what you love. Just
trying to cover the pain with medications will not fix the underlying problems.
Your knee pain is just like if your car is out of alignment and making your tires bald.
Changing the oil (taking medications) will not fix your alignment. Even simply putting on
new tires (surgery) will not fix the underlying alignment problem and your new tires will
wear out and go bald again.
The knee sits in between the ankle and hip. The muscles that control the knee
mostly start in the hip. The hip flexors / quadriceps and hamstrings are the main muscle
groups of the thigh and they dictate what is happening at the knee. When these muscles
are tight, weak, and inhibited they create excessive pressure and strain on the knee.
By improving mobility in all 3 planes of motion at the hip for the hip flexors and
hamstrings as well as activating the butt muscles (gluteals) life gets much better for the
knee. Restoring the balance of flexibility and strength to the muscle groups that support
and make up the knee removes the excessive pressure and strain on the knee allowing
it to function better.
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EXERCISE #1
Hip Flexor and Quadriceps Stretch
An alternate position if kneeling is too tender is
to stand, one foot forward one foot back.
Drive your hips in 3 directions
• Forward
• Side to side
• Circles clockwise and counterclockwise
Move your hips 10-15 times in each direction for
each leg. Switch legs and repeat
For a complete demonstration of the exercise watch the
video on Kineci.com

EXERCISE #2
Hamstring Stretch
One foot forward one back place both hands
on the ground.
Lift your hips UP in 3 directions
• Lift UP
• Lift UP and wiggle hips side to side
• Lift UP and circle clockwise and counterclockwise
wMove hips 5-10 times in each direction for each leg.
Switch legs and repeat
For a complete demonstration of the exercise watch the
video on Kineci.com
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EXERCISE #3
Butt (Gluteals muscle group) Activation
Stand with one foot forward one back with a
target behind you at knee height. Reach both hands
around the front leg to touch the target behind you,
then stand tall between each reach.
Switch legs and repeat
For a complete demonstration of the exercise watch the
video on Kineci.com
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ABOUT DR.STEVE

Dr. Steve Politis, PT, DPT, FAFS, FAAOMPT, CKTP, CSCS, MovNat L1 is owner and
operator of Kineci Health & Movement Center a holistic movement center. Dr. Steve’s
passion is helping people Feel Better and Function Better. He loves learning about and
understanding the body so he can help people more effectively. His passion for lifelong
learning has led him to achieve two post-graduate Fellowships. He is a Fellow of Applied
Functional Science (FAFS) from the Gray Institute which is a deep study in understanding
the biomechanics of the body, how it is an interconnected and integrated system with
every person being a unique individual. He is also a Fellow in the American Academy of
Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapists (FAAOMPT) which was a two year long study in
differential diagnosis, manual therapy techniques, and  tissue specific healing. He is one
of only a handful of physical therapists in the world with this combination of education
and training putting him in the top 1% of educated and skilled physical therapists in the
country.
Kineci Health & Movement Center has been the culmination of Dr. Steve’s vision for
creating a Center of Excellence for providing natural alternatives to the traditional ‘sick
care’ model of our current broken health care system. At Kineci we believe Your Health is
YOUR Choice and should not be dictated by others. We believe in YOU! We are here for
YOU! Let Kineci help YOU Feel Better and Function Better.

Kineci = Movement Medicine (Kinesis = Movement + Medicine)

